
HEADSHOT AGREEMENT 
You are agreeing to pay the $125 non-refundable headshot session fee. The headshot session includes 30 minutes 
of shooting time, 1 high resolution retouched digital file of your choice. Any additional images will be available for 
purchase at $65 each. 
 
Rescheduling 
24 hours notice is appreciated if rescheduling is needed. 
In case of inclement weather, the photographer and the client will reschedule on an agreed date at the earliest date 
possible, with no additional charge. 
Carol Lara maintains the right to reschedule if needed due to inclement weather, illness, emergency, etc. 
 
Retouching 
Retouching is performed at the photographer’s discretion and is not a tool used to change the appearance of the 
client. The photographer will not use editing tools to change the body shape of a client. Editing and Retouching is 
used to enhance or to perfect lighting, color casts, blemishes, teeth whitening, stray hairs and skin tones. 
 
Limit of Liability 
Carol Lara Photography takes the utmost care with respect to the exposure, retouching, and transportation of digital 
captures, proofs and prints. However, in the unlikely event that all the originals are lost, stolen, damaged or destroyed 
within or beyond the photographer’s control, the photographer’s liability is limited to the refund of all payments 
received, or a re-shoot can be scheduled at no additional cost. In the unlikely event that the photographer is injured or 
becomes too ill to attend the portrait session, the photographer will make every effort to reschedule to the earliest 
possible date. If the situation should occur and a reschedule is not possible, responsibility and liability is limited to the 
return of all payments received. 
 
Ordering 
Carol Lara Photography will handpick the session’s best images. Each of these images will be retouched and 
enhanced based on the photographer’s artistic vision. Carol Lara reserves the right to edit and release only those 
deemed credible as professional in quality and within the photographer’s artistic standards. Completed images will be 
available for within 2 weeks of the shoot unless otherwise agreed upon. The client will receive an online gallery where 
they will choose the one file that is included in their package and may also purchase additional files. Any prints can 
be ordered directly from the gallery as well. 
 
The gallery of images will be available for 2 weeks after the shoot so that additional images may be purchased. After 
that, there is no guarantee that the images will be available for viewing or for purchase. Digital files occupy space and 
are not stored for an unlimited amount of time. 
 
Any print orders are made through a professional photo lab and are guaranteed to be of the highest quality. Due to 
the custom nature of photography, all sales are final. However, should something not meet the client’s expectations, it 
is the client’s responsibility to contact the photographer and the photographer will work to resolve the issue to the 
client’s satisfaction. Orders are usually delivered within 1 week of placing the order however specialty or large orders 
can take up to 6 weeks. 
 
No alterations or editing should be performed on any of the images taken by Carol Lara unless it is performed by 
Carol Lara. This includes online filters and cropping. 


